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Abstract: 

The ongoing COVID-19 corona virus 

outbreak has caused a global disaster 

with its deadly spreading. Due to the 

absence of effective remedial agents 

and the shortage of immunizations 

against the virus, population 

vulnerabilityincreases. In the current 

situation, as there are limited vaccines 

available; therefore, social distancing 

is thought to be an adequate 

precaution against the spread of the 

pandemic virus. The risks of virus 

spread can be minimized by avoiding 

physical contact amongpeople. 

           The purpose of this work 

is, therefore, to provide a deep 

learning platform for social distance 

tracking using an overhead 

perspective. The framework uses the 

YOLOv3objectrecognitionparadigmto

identifyhumansinvideosequences.The 

transfer learning methodology is also 

implemented to increase the accuracy 

of the model. 

In this way, the detection 

algorithm uses a pre-trained algorithm 

that is 

connectedtoanextratrainedlayerusinga

noverheadhumandataset.Thedetection 

model identifies peoples using 

detected bounding box information. 

Using the Euclidean distance, the 

detected bounding box centroid's 

pairwise distances of people are 

determined. To estimate social 

distance violations between people, 
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we used an approximation of physical 

distance to pixel and set athreshold. 

A violation threshold is 

established to evaluate whether or not 

the distance value breaches the 

minimum social distance threshold. In 

addition, a tracking 

algorithmisusedtodetectindividualsinv

ideosequencessuchthatthepersonwho 

violates/crosses the social distance 

threshold is also beingtracked. 

INTRODUCTION 

“Preventionisbetterthancure”issaid

andappreciated.Thescenariobehindthis 

is to avoid pandemic covid-19 virus 

being spread in the society. In recent 

years, deep learning enabled anomaly 

detection has emerged as a critical 

direction towards addressing some 

challenges. To find the violation of 

social distancing and grouping of 

people in public places is being 

achieved by using YOLOv3 algorithm 

in deep learning. YOLOv3 is 

considered to be the fastest tracking 

algorithm which is also good in speed 

andaccuracy. 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

           In the past decades, 

computer vision, machine 

learning, and deep learning 

have shown promising  

results in several daily life 

problems. Recent 

improvement in deep learning 

allows object detection tasks 

more effective. Researchers 

often utilize these methods to 

measure social distancing 

among people across the 

moving frames. To determine 

the distancing between 

people, Euclidean distance is 

used, which is not affective. 

Most of the methods are 

developed using frontal or 

side view video sequences, 

which requires a proper 

camera calibration to map 

pixels to distance for real 

easily, measurable units (i.e., 

feet, meters, etc.). Secondly, 

if we assume a top-down 

approach, i.e., an overhead 

view approach, then the 

distance calculations from the 

overhead view will lead to a 

better distance approximation 
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and wide coverage of the 

wide scene. 

The person detection 

algorithm used is 

MobileNet SSD with caffe 

implementationandmodelp

re-trainedonMS-

COCO.Algorithmusesopen

CVfor image processing 

and utilizing the DNN 

(Deep Neural Network). 

This mobilenetssd(single 

shot detector) take one 

single shot to detect 

multiple objects within the 

frame.Ithasnodelegatedreg

ionproposalnetworkandpre

dictstheboundaryboxes 

and the classes directly 

from feature maps in one 

single pass. To improve 

accuracy, SSD introduces: 

small convolutional filters 

to predict object classes 

and offsets to default 

boundaryboxes. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

To detect the social 

distancing violating 

activities in the real world 

environment, we tend to 

apply YOLOv3(YOU 

ONLY LOOK ONCE). 

Also, to includei)thelow-

levelobjectanalysis,suchas

objectdetectionandtracking

ii)to enhance the 

performance of the social 

distancing detection and 

localization from the 

complex scenes. By 

calculating the distance 

between the human being 

can 

achievetheriskdetection.Th

esecanbeachievedbyimple

mentingYOLOv3using 

Deep Learning. 

METHODOLOGY 

 Step 1 – Process starts with taking 

an video frame from the camera or 

video 

 Step 2 – Yolo algorithm which is 

pretrained on coco dataset is used to 

recognize and detect pedestrians and 

their corresponding bounding boxes 

in a given frame. 
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 Step 3 – Using Non-Maximum-

supressions the bounding boxes 

which have less confidence are 

suppressed. So that we get only high 

confidence boxes. 

 Step 4 – The centroids of bounding 

boxes are used to calculate distance 

between detected pedestrains using 

Euclidean distance algorithm. 

 Step 5 – If the distance between 

them is less than actual distance 

threshold display them in red 

bounding boxes  otherwise in green. 

 

Modules: 

OpenCV -  For taking the input from 

the camera. 

pip install opencv -python 

for requirements installation – pip install -

r requirements.txt 

the requirements which consists 

of:astroid==2.4.2 

colorama==0.4.3,imutils==0.5.3,isort==4.3.

21.lazy-object-

proxy==1.4.3,mccabe==0.6.1,numpy==1.18

.5,opencv-

python==4.2.0.34,pylint==2.5.3,scipy==1.4.

1,six==1.15.0,toml==0.10.1,typed-

ast==1.4.1,wrapt==1.12.1 

System Architecture: 

 

Block Diagram: 

 

 

 Data Flow Diagram: 

 

SAMPLE RESULTS 

1.Giving input as a pre-recorded video 
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1.Output having 5 violations and 4 safe 

distances 

2.Giving input from a camera 

 

2a.Output with no violations 

 

2b.  Output having 2 violations and a safe 

distance 

 

 

2c.Output having all violations 

CONCLUSION 

Theemergingtrend

sandtheavailabilityofintelli

genttechnologiesmakeus 

todevelopnewmodelsthath

elptosatisfytheneedsofeme

rgingworld.Sowehave 

developed a social 

distancing detector which 

can possibly contribute to 

public healthcare. The 

model proposes an 

efficient real-time deep 

learning based framework 

to automate the process of 

monitoring the social 

distancing via object 

detection and tracking 

approaches, where each 

individual is identified in 
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the real- time with the help 

of bounding boxes. 

Identifying the clusters or 

groups of people satisfying 

the closeness property 

computed with the help of 

Bird’s eye view approach. 

The number of violations 

is confirmed by computing 

the number of groups 

formed and violation index 

term computed as the ratio 

of the number of people to 

the number of groups. The 

extensive trials were 

conducted with popular 

state-of-the-art object 

detection model YOLO 

v3, since this approach is 

highly 

sensitivetothespatiallocatio

nofthecamera,thesameappr

oachcanbefinetuned to 

better adjust with the 

corresponding field of 

view. This system works 

very effectively and 

efficiently in identifying 

the social distancing 

between the people and 

generating the alert that 

can be handled 

andmonitored. 
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